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Figure 1: Relationship between the magnitude of tool vibratory acceleration and the worker’s exposure time
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The Bristle Blasting process generates crater-like

In the best case, onset of health risk for needle scalers

micro-indentations showing results of surface

occurs within ½ hour of daily use, whereas electric

conditions meeting SSPC’s cleanliness standard SP 5

driven Bristle Blasters® can be used for up to 5 hours of
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continuous use without the risk of injury. 6, 7

contrast to needle scalers and grit blasting processes,
noise levels emitted during Bristle Blasting processes

Key Facts

are below OSHA’s threshold level – approx. 83.5 dB( A ) –

• Simultaneous surface cleaning and profiling

with mean operating forces of 20 N (4.5 lb).

• Noise emission below threshold level

While the electric power tool issues an acceleration of

• Low-fatigue work relative to operating forces

3.1 m/s², the acceleration of the pneumatically powered

• Least exposure to harmful vibration and minimal health risk

tool is 1.9 m/s². Consequently, the latter does not pose
to the standard published by ANSI. Figure 1 shows the
relationship between the magnitude of tool vibratory
acceleration and the worker’s exposure time.
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a health risk to the user for any period of use according

